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       SiGe also known. as & paul 
eee ti Jacksonville, Florida ,-~. SU es 

phone number 389-3148, appeared at the office of the ~- 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Jacksonville, 
Florida,.on July 19, 1976. He stated that during 1962" 

- he was contacted by many people to kill President - 
Kennedy. He rambled extensively arid.was evasive as to 
the identity of those who contacted him to kill the ~ 
President. He was unable to furnish any specific |- tem 
information relating to the Kennedy assassination, .02 0.005 | 

      

    
    : “™istated that he was placed in the Ps 

Dayton State al, a mental institution, Dayton, 
Ohio, during September, 1962, after being found guilty . 
of assault with a deadly weapon on a 14-year-old Dayton — ren 
female, He escaped from the Dayton State Hospital during ae 
November, 1962, and worked at a tool and g. h rae 
Indianapolis, Indiana, under the name of E& 
until this time, he returne 
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   home, Eo a } Dayton, Ohio, where he was 
apprehended and incarcerated in the Lima State Hospital 
for the Criminally Insa e, Lima, Ohio, where he remained 
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, 0, your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed Bee 
, outside your agency. ; “ Bes 
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Nationality? ~~" "Ame 
Height: win + 6F 
Weights _ 7 183" “ 
Build: wo. ©) 6 Medium to large™ ; 

J Hair: Black, mixed with gray 
pe .byes: ts Brown, 

(wears wire-rimmed glasse “yo 
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